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Abstract—Maximum Independent Set (MaxIS) problem is a
fundamental problem in graph theory, which is NP-hard. Since
the underlying graphs are always changing in numerous appli-
cations, computing a MaxIS over dynamic graphs has received
increasing attention in recent years. Due to the intractability to
compute an exact MaxIS or its good approximation over dynamic
graphs, this paper studies the problem to maintain a high-quality
independent set, which is an approximation of the MaxIS, over
dynamic graphs. A framework based on swap operations for
resolving this problem is presented and two concrete update
algorithms based on one-swappable vertices and two-swappble
vertex pairs are designed. Both algorithms can compute high-
quality independent sets over dynamic graphs with O(∆3) time
for general graphs and with O(1) time for bounded-degree
graphs. Moreover, the lower bound of the size of the solution
maintained by our algorithms is derived if there is no swappable
vertex in it. Then the algorithms are extended under semi-external
setting to maintained a high-quality independent set with limited
memory consumption. Extensive experiments are conducted over
real graphs to confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Significant research efforts have been devoted towards many
fundamental problems in managing and analysing graph data.
The maximum independent set (MaxIS) problem is a classic
NP-hard problem in graph theorey [16]. A subset IS of
vertices in a graph G is an independent set if there is no edge
between any two vertices in IS. A maximal independent set is
an independent set such that adding any other vertex to the set
forces the set to contain an edge. The independent set with the
largest size, measured by the number of vertices in it, among
all independent sets of G is called the maximum independent
set of G, which may not be unique. For example, {v2, v6, v8}
is a maximal independent set, while {v1, v4, v6, v8} is the
maximum independent set in Figure 1. The MaxIS problem is
closely related to two well-known optimization problems, i.e.,
the minimum vertex cover problem and the maximum clique
problem. Its significance is not just limited to graph theory
but also in a wide range of real-world applications, such as
indexing techniques for shortest path and distance queries [15],
[24], collusion detection [3], automated map labeling [17],
social network analysis [18], and association rule mining [31].
The MaxIS problem has been extensively studied for exact
and approximate algorithms in static graphs [1], [13], [14],
[21], [29], [30]. Due to the NP-hardness of the MaxIS problem,
the state-of-the-art exact algorithm [30] with time complexity
O(1.1996nnO(1)) can not handle big graphs. Moreover, it has
(a) Maximal independent set. (b) Maximum independent set.
Fig. 1. An example graph to illustrate independent sets.
been proved that there does not exist a constant approximation
factor for general graphs [28] and there is no polynomial-
time n1−ε algorithm for the MaxIS problem for any ε > 0,
unless NP = ZPP [22]. Therefore, many algorithms adopt
heuristics techniques to compute high-quality independent sets
[2], [9], [11], [19], [25], [27]. Actually, the underlying graphs
in many real-world applications are changing continuously.
For example, in a social network two users may establish a
friendship, then an edge is added between the two vertices
correspond to the two users. Similarly, a user can also remove
the edges between his neighbors and himself. However, the
existing algorithms can not be used for computing the MaxIS
over dynamic graphs directly since each time the solution
is computed from scratch so that the time consumption is
unacceptable in large-scale frequently updated graphs.
Hence, maintaining a MaxIS over dynamic graphs has
received increasing attention in recent years. Since the MaxIS
problem is essentially inapproximable in general graphs, Hen-
zinger et al. present dynamic (1+ε)-approximation algortihms
for independent set of intervals, d-dimensional cubes and
rectangles [23]. And for general graphs, most researchers
resort to heuristic techniques to approximately maintain a
near maximum independent set without accuracy guarantee.
In 2018, Zheng et al. propose a lazy search strategy to
enable a near maximum independent set computation over
dynamic graphs [33]. However, the quality of the maintained
independent set is not satisfying after a few rounds of updates
when the initial solution is not optimal. To further improve the
quality of the solution, Zheng et al, devise an effective index
named as dependency graph [32] by applying the reduction
rules introduced in [9]. They design a dynamic searching
strategy based on this index, which produces a maintenance
algorithm with time complexity O(m), where m is the number
of edges in the graph. However, the algorithm may suffer from
high time overhead in large-scale graphs and need additional
space consumption.
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There are also some theoretical results for maintaining
a maximal independent set over dynamic graphs. The first
non-trivial algorithm for fully dynamic maximal independent
set problem was presented by Assadi et al. who obtain a
deterministic algorithm with O(m3/4) update time [4]. Later,
the update time was independently improved to O˜(m2/3) by
Du and Zhang [12] and Gupta and Khan [20]. Du and Zhang
[12] also present a randomized algorithm against an oblivious
adversary with O˜(
√
m) update time. This randomized upper
bound was currently improved to O˜(
√
n) by Assadi et al.
[5]. The current state of art algorithms are independently
proposed by Chechik and Zhang [10] and Behnezhad et al. [6].
They achieve a dynamic randomized algorithm against obvious
adversary with expected worst-case update time of O(log4 n)
and O(log2 ∆ · log2 n). However, the solution maintianed by
these algorithms is only a maixmal independent set that may be
not good enough to be used in many real-world applications.
Furthermore, these algorithms may be unefficient in practice
since they are complex and are analyzed against a non-adaptive
oblivious adversary for an expected time complexity.
In summary, the existing algorithms for maintaining highly
accurate near maximum independent set suffer from high
time complexity, extra space consumption, and no theoretical
guarantee for ratio bound. And the existing algorithms for
maintaining a maximal independent set only provide a solution
with limited accuracy in practice. Furthermore, all the existing
algorithms require memory space at least linear in the size
of the input graph, which is sometimes unrealistic for large
graphs. These motivate our study in this paper. We aim to
design dynamic algorithms with time complexity indepen-
dent of n and m to maintain a high-quality independent
set over dynamic graphs, and study I/O efficient algorithms
for maintianing a high-quality independent set under semi-
external setting, which assumes that the main memory can
accommodate all vertices but not all edges of the input graph.
The first challenge is to improve time complexity without
sacrificing the quality of solutions. Our main observation is
that real networks are usually power-law graphs with many
lower-degree vertices and the maximum degree of the graph
is bounded in many real-world applications, e.g., a user is
restricted to have no more than 5,000 friends in Facebook.
Based on this observation, it is a key to improve the quality
of solutions through exchanging the affected vertices with
some of their neighbors when the topology of the graph
changes. Specifically, we show that the independent set can
be enlarged by exchanging one-swappable vertex and two-
swappable vertex pair in O(∆2) time with greedy strategies,
where ∆ is an upper bound on the maximum degree in
the graph. To determine whether the affected vertices are
swappable efficiently, we maintian a counter counting the
number of its neighbors currently in the independent set for
each vertex. Thus, we derive two dynamic algorithms based on
one-swappable vertex and two-swappable vertex pair with time
complexity O(∆3) in the worst case, which is independent
of n and m. More importantly, the quality of the solution is
guaranteed theoretically if there is no one-swappable vertex
or two-swappable vertex pair. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work which maintains an approximation of the
maximum independent set with theoretical accuracy guarantee.
The second challenge is to adjust our dynamic algorithms
to avoid expensive random access under semi-external setting.
Although Liu et al. proposed two swap-based algorithms for
static graphs under semi-external setting [27], they can not be
directly utilized in dynamic graphs. The crux of our work
is to dynamically determine whether the affected vertices
are swappable and to efficiently compute the vertices that
can be newly added to independent set among the candidate
vertices. In addition to utilize the counter maintained for each
vertex to find new swappable vertices when handling update,
we also develop a mechanism to ensure the correctness and
effectiveness of swap operations with minimum I/O operations
and limited memory consumption.
The main contributions of this paper is as follows.
• Based on one-swappable vertex, a constant time algo-
rithm in bounded-degree graphs is develop to maintain
a high-quality independent set with time complexity
O(∆3), where ∆ is an upper bound on the maximum
degree in the graph. Moreover, if there is no one-
swappable vertex in the solution, as is proved that the
approximation ratio is min{∆2 +
∑∆
i=1 i ·αi + 1,∆ + 1},
where
∑∆
i=1 αi = 1.
• To further improve the quality of the solution, two-
swappable vertex pair is additionally supported in our
update algorithm. If there is no two-swappable vertex
pair in the solution, the relation between the size of our
solution and the size of the optimal one is also derived.
• The two algorithms are extended under semi-external
setting to reduce I/O consumption. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to study the MaxIS prob-
lem over dynamic graphs under semi-external setting.
• Extensive experimental studies are conducted over a
bunch of large-scale real graphs. As confirmed in the
experiments, the proposed algorithms are both effective
and efficient to deliver high-quality solutions.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Nec-
essary conceptions and definition of the problem are stated
in Section II. The swap based update algorithms are given in
Seciton V. The update algorithms under semi-external setting
are studied in Section IV. Experimental results are presented
in Section V. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first introduce the basic notations and
formally define the problem studied in this paper. Then we
review a simple greedy algorithm for the maximal independent
set problem.
Notations. Without loss of generality, we focus on unweighted
undirected graphs. For ease of presentation, we simply refer to
an unweighted undirected graph as a graph. A dynamic graph
is a graph sequence G = 〈G0, G1, · · · 〉. Each Gi = (Vi, Ei) is
obtained from the previous graph Gi−1 in the sequence with
an update operation. Following the conventions in [32], four
update opeartions are allowed to modify a graph, i.e., vertex
addition, vertex deletion, edge addition, and edge deletion. For
a graph G = (V,E), let n denote the number of vertices and
m denote the number of edges. The neighborhood of a vertex
u is denoted by N(u) = {v ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ E}, and the degree
of a vertex u is denoted by d(u) = |N(u)|. For any S ⊆ V ,
define N(S) to be the set of all neighbors of S in G and G[S]
to be the induced subgraph of G on S.
Definition 1 (Independent Set): Given a graph G, an inde-
pendent set of G, denoted by IS(G), is a subset of pairwise
non-adjacent vertices.
Definition 2 (Maximal Independent Set): Given a graph G,
a maximal independent set of G, denoted by MIS(G), is an
independent set such that adding any other vertex to it forces
the set to contain an edge.
Definition 3 (Maximum Independent Set): Given a graph G,
a maximum independent set of G, denoted by MaxIS(G), is
a maximal independent set with the largest size.
As proved in [33], it is NP-hard to maintain a MaxIS over
a dynamic graph. Moreover, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: There is no polynomial-time approximation
algorithm which maintains an approximation of the maxi-
mum independent set with ratio bound n1−ε or less for any
ε ∈ (0, 1) over a dynamic graph G, unless NP = ZPP.
Proof: For any input grpah G = (V,E) and a ran-
dom ordering function pi : E → [1,m], a dynamic graph
G = 〈G0, · · · , Gm〉 can be constructed as follows. Let
G0 = (V,Φ), Gm = (V,E), and Gi be obtained by inserting
the edge pi−1(i) to Gi−1 for i ∈ [1,m]. If an independent
set with approximation ratio n1−ε or less for any ε ∈ (0, 1)
can be maintained in polynomial time over dynamic graph G,
then such a solution of G can be computed in polynomial
time, which contradicts to the result of [22].
From Theorem 1, it is costly to compute a maximum
independent set or its good approximation when the graph
changes frequently especially for a very large graph. Thus,
we aim to maintain a maximal independent set as large as
possible rather than a maximum independent set or its good
approximation in this work since it is acceptable in many real
applications. Formally, the problem that we studied in this
paper is defined as follows.
Input: a dynamic graph G.
Output: a high-quality independent set over G, where a high
quality independent set is required to be maximal and as large
as possible.
Greedy Algorithm. As stated above, the independent set
maintained as the solution of the problem is required to be
maximal. To ensure it, we utilize a simple greedy algorithm
for the maximal independnet set problem as a subroutine on
the affected vertices. Given an arbitrary order of the vertices
in the graph, the greedy algorithm adds the first vertex to
the independent set IS, removes all its neighbors from the
list, and repeats the procedure until the graph is empty. The
detail of the greedy algorithm is given in Algorihtm 1. It first
sorts the vertices according to their degree and initializes the
status of all vertices to Unvisited. When a vertex vi is chosen,
Algorithm 1 will change its status to IS and the status of all
its neighbors to Non-IS. Finally, a maximal independent set is
returned for all vertices with status IS. Notice that the vertices
can be sorted in O(n) time with counting sort and the greedy
algortihm runs in O(m) time. Therefore, the running time of
Algorithm 1 is O(m).
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm
Input: A graph G
Output: A maximal independent set IS of G
1: Sort V in order of increasing degree v1, · · · , vn;
2: for i = 1→ n do
3: status[vi]← Unvisited;
4: for i = 1→ n do
5: if status[vi] = Unvisited then
6: status[vi]← IS;
7: for u ∈ N(vi) do
8: status[u]← Non-IS;
9: return All vertices with status IS;
III. SWAP BASED UPDATE ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose swap based algorithms to main-
tain a high-quality independent set over dynamic graphs. We
first introduce a simple algorithm which has been widely used
in maintaning a maximal independent set.
A. Simple Update Algorithm
There is a straightforward algorithm for computing a max-
imal independent set over dynamic graphs, which has been
widely used in [4], [12]. For each vertex v in the graph,
the algorithm simply maintains a counter counter[v] counting
the number of its neighbors currently in the independent set.
Whenever a vertex v is inserted to or removed from IS, the
counter is updated as stated in Funciton 1 and Function 2.
Function 1 Add To IS
Input: A Non-IS vertex v;
1: status[v]← IS;
2: for w ∈ N(v) do
3: counter[w]← counter[w] + 1;
Function 2 Remove From IS
Input: An IS-vertex v;
1: status[v]← Non-IS;
2: for w ∈ N(v) do
3: counter[w]← counter[w]− 1;
4: if counter[w] = 0 then
5: ADDTOIS(w);
Since the solution is only required to be maximal, it is easy
to handle the four update operations. Let v be the updated
vertex. First, suppose v is inserted to the graph. Since v is not
adjacent to any vertex, we insert v to IS. Then suppose v is
deleted from the graph and v belongs to IS. We remove v
from IS and join any neighbor w of v with counter[w] = 0
to IS by calling Function 2 to ensure the maximality.
Now, let e = (u, v) be the updated edge. First suppose e
is deleted from the graph. In this case, u and v can not be
both in IS by the definition of independent set. The only
interesting case is that exactly one of u or v belongs to
IS. Assuming this vertex is u without loss of generality, we
substract one from counter[v] since it is no longer adjacent to
u. If counter[v] = 0, we insert v to IS by invoking Function 1
to ensure the solution is maximal. Then suppose e is inserted
to the graph, we only focus on the case that both u and v
belong to IS. Nothing needs to do in the other cases except
updating the neighbor lists and counter[·]s of u and v. To
ensure IS remains an independent set, we remove any one of
u and v from IS. Let u be the one removed from IS, we join
any neighbor w of u with counter[w] = 0 to IS by invoking
Function 2 to ensure the maximality.
Time Complexity. As stated in [4], [12], the crucial observation
is that there is at most one vertex to be removed from
the independent set whenever the topology of the graph is
changed. Hence, the amotrized running time of the simple
update algorithm is O(∆), where ∆ is an upper bound on
the maximum degree in the graph. However, when dealing
with vertex deletion and edge addition, the worst-case time
complexity of the simple update algorithm is O(k ·∆), where
k is the number of vertices newly added to the solution.
Observations. Although the quality of the solution maintained
by the simple update algorithm will not drop quickly, the main
goal of our work is to enlarge IS as much as possible during
the procedure of update. Below are our main observations.
(1) When the topology of the graph changes, a larger IS
can be obtained through swap operation. For example, in
Figure 2, when the edge (v1, v2) is deleted from the graph,
we can obtain a larger IS by removing v3 from IS and
inserting {v1, v2} into IS.
(2) Greedy strategy is efficient and performs well while find-
ing vertices that can be newly added to IS.
(3) High-degree vertices are less likely to be in a maximum
independent set, and removing high-degree vertices can
further sparsify the graph.
In the following, we introduce how to utilize swap oper-
ations and simple greedy strategies to improve the quality
of the solution in the process of the simple update algo-
rithm. To simple the representation, we define an operation
SWAP(Vo, Vi, IS) which removes vertices in Vo from IS and
inserts vertices in Vi to IS.
B. One-Swappable Vertex
Formally, a (j, k)-swap consists of removing j vertices from
IS and inserting k vertices to it, which can be represented
by SWAP(Vo, Vi, IS), such that |Vo| = j and |Vi| = k . To
improve the quality of the solution, a critical task is to find
(j, k)-swaps such that j < k. Our first algorithm is based on
(1, k)-swaps, where k ≥ 2. In the rest of this paper, we call a
vertex with status IS the IS-vertex, a vertex with status Non-
IS the Non-IS-vertex, and the neighbors with status IS of a
Non-IS-vertex u the IS-neighors of u.
Definition 4 (One-Swappble Vertex): Given a graph G, an
IS-vertex v is one-swappable if there eixsts an independent set
Iv = {w | counter[w] = 1, w ∈ N(v)} such that |Iv| > 1.
For easy to understand, we call the neighbors, whose
counter[·] = 1, of an IS-vertex the candidate vertices. Notice
that v is definitely not one-swappble if there are fewer than
two candidate vertices of an IS-vertex v .
We try to find one-swappable vertices to enlarge the solution
after an update operation. For example, suppose the initial
independent set IS = {v3, v5, v6} as shown in Figure 2.
There is no one-swappable vertex and the independent set is
maximum. First the edge (v1, v2) is deleted from the graph.
After that v3 become one-swappable with Iv3 = {v1, v2}.
Therefore, we execute SWAP({v3}, Iv3 , IS) and a high-quality
independent set IS = {v1, v2, v5, v6} is obtained. Then an
edge is inserted between v5 and v7 which makes the solution
is no more an independent set. We remove v5 from IS. After
that v6 is one-swappable with Iv6 = {v4, v7}. We execute
SWAP({v6}, Iv6 , IS) to get the solution IS = {v1, v2, v4, v7}.
Although the intuition is straightforward and swap operation
is conceptually simple, it is NP-hard to find a maximum Iv
for an one-swappable vertex v.
Theorem 2: Given a graph G and an one-swappable vertex
v, it is NP-hard to find a maximum Iv .
Proof: We show that there is a reduction from the MaxIS
problem to the problem of finding a maximum Iv . Given a
graph G = (V,E), we construct a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) by
letting V ′ = V ∪ {a} and E′ = E ∪ {(a, v) | for all v ∈ V }.
It is obviously that if a maximum Ia of a in G′ can be found
in polynomial time, then a maximum independent set of G
can be found in polynomial time, which contradicts to the
NP-hardness of the MaxIS problem.
Algorithm 2 One-Swap Algorithm
Input: An IS-vertex v
Output: A set Iv
1: for w ∈ N(v) do
2: if counter[w] = 1 then
3: C ← C ∪ {w};
4: if |C| ≥ 2 and C is not a clique then
5: Generate the induced graph G[C] on C;
6: Iv ← GREEDY(G[C]);
7: return Iv;
Due to the computational hardness, it is costly to compute
the exact maximum Iv among candidate vertices. And it is
unreasonable to add candidate vertices to the independent set
by the order in which they are visited as the simple udapte
algorithm does. Therefore, we adpot the greedy algorithm
for the maximal independent set problem to compute Iv
efficiently. As stated in Algorithm 2, the algorithm first builds
a set C including all candidate vertices. If there are fewer
than two vertices in C, the algorithm stops since v is not one-
swappable. Otherwise, for each candidate vertex w, it counts
Fig. 2. An example graph to illustrate one-swappable vertex.
the number nw of w’s neighbors whose counter[·] = 1 and
IS-neighbor is v. If some nw < |C|, which means that C is
not a clique, the algorithm generates the induced graph on C
and invokes Algorithm 1 to compute Iv . To check whether v
is one-swappable, Algorithm 2 takes O(∆2) time to scan the
neighbor lists of v and its neighbors whose counter[·] = 1. If
v is one-swappable, the induced graph can be built in O(∆2)
time since both C and N(v) are stored in the increasing
order of vertex identifier. The running time of Algorithm
1 on induced graph is O(m′) = O(∆2), where m′ is the
number of edges in the induced graph G[C]. Therefore, the
time complexity of Algortihm 2 is O(∆2).
C. Update Algorithm
Based on Algorithm 2, it is easy to deal with the update
operations. The main issue is when we need to check whether
there is an one-swappable vertex.
Edge Addition. Let e = (u, v) be the edge to be inserted to the
graph and d(u) > d(v). There are following three cases, that
are, (1) neither u nor v is in IS, (2) only one of u and v is in
IS, and (3) both u and v are in IS. Clearly, the first two cases
do not decrease the size of IS and will not make any vertex
one-swappable. Therefore, we only update the information of
u and v. The important case is that both u and v belong to
IS. The udpate process is stated as follows.
Step 1 Invoke Algorithm 2 to compute Iu and Iv .
Step 2 If one of u and v is one-swappable, say u, exe-
cute SWAP({u}, Iu, IS) and stop, otherwise, remove u, the
vertex with higher degree, from IS and substract one form
counter[·]s of u’s neighbors.
Step 3 For each neighbor w of u whose counter[w] = 1,
find its IS-neighbor x. and compute Ix by invoking Algorithm
2. If x is one-swappable, execute SWAP({x}, Ix, IS).
Edge Deletion. Let e = (u, v) be the edge to be deleted from
the graph. Notice that u and v can not both be in IS. The
update operation is handled as follows.
Step 1 If only one of u and v is in IS, say u, substract one
from counter[v] and do Step 2, otherwise, do Step 3.
Step 2 If counter[v] = 0, call Function 1 to join v to IS,
else if counter[v] = 1, find v’s IS-neighbor w and compute
Iw by invoking Algorithm 2. If w is one-swappable, execute
SWAP({w}, Iw, IS).
Step 3 If counter[u] = 1 and counter[v] = 1, find v’s IS-
neighbor w and compute Iw by invoking Algorithm 2. If w is
one-swappable, execute SWAP({w}, Iw, IS).
Vertex Deletion. Let u be an IS-vertex to be deleted from the
graph, the update algorithm works as follows.
Step 1 Compute Iu by invoking Algorithm 2.
Step 2 If u is one-swappable, execute SWAP({u}, Iu, IS),
delete u and stop, otherwise, delete u and substract one from
counter[w] for each neighbor w of u.
Step 3 For each neighbor w of u whose counter[w] = 1,
find its IS-neighbor x. Invoke Algorithm 2 to compute Ix. If
x is one-swappable, execute SWAP({x}, Ix, IS).
Time Complexity. To analyze the time complexity of the udapte
algorithm, the crux is to compute the number of vertices
checked by calling Algorithm 2 and the number of vertices
newly added to IS during the update procedure. For edge
addition and vertex deletion, at most ∆ + 1 vertices will be
checked in Step 1 and Step 3, and at most ∆2 vertices will be
newly added to IS in Step 3. For edge deletion, at most one
vertex will be checked and at most ∆ vertices will be inserted
to IS in Step 2 or Step 3. Algorithm 2 will take O(∆2) time
to check if a vertex is swappable and Function 1 takes O(∆)
time to join a vertex to IS. Therefore, the total computing cost
is O(∆3). Although ∆ may be of the same order as n, the
running time of the update algorithm will not exceed O(m).
The reason is stated as follows.
Assume a vertex v is removed from IS and there are
∆ vertices ui adjacent v such that counter[ui] = 1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ ∆. For each ui, let wi be IS-neighbor of ui.
Without loss of generality, assume wi is distinct from each
other. Let C(wi) denote the set of candidate vertices of wi.
Apparently, C(wi)∩C(wj) = φ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ∆. For each
wi, Algorithm 2 takes O(
∑
x∈C(wi) d(x)) time to compute
Iwi ⊆ C(wi). And if we execute SWAP({wi}, Iwi , IS),
Function 1 takes
∑
x∈Iwi d(x) ≤
∑
x∈C(wi) d(x) time to
update the counter[·]s of vertices in N(Iwi). Summing up
for all wi, the total computing cost is less than O(m).
Error Analysis. Given a graph G with maximum degree ∆,
let α denote the size of the MaxIS. For an independent set IS
without one-swappable vertex, let s denote the size of IS, Ci
denote the set of Non-IS vertices whose counter[·] = i, and
ci = |Ci| for i = 1 to ∆. It is obviously that
s+ c1 + c2 + · · ·+ c∆ = n, (1)
and
s ≤ c1 + 2c2 + · · ·+ ∆c∆ =
∑
v∈IS
d(v) ≤ ∆ · s. (2)
Now, we analyze the ratio bound of the update algorithm.
Lemma 1: If there is no one-swappable vertex in the
independent set IS, c1 ≤
∑∆
i=1 i · αi · s, where
∑∆
i=1 αi = 1.
Proof: Since there is no one-swappable vertex, the ver-
tices with counter[·] = 1, which adjacent to the same IS-
vertex, must be in a clique. Let T denote the set of cliques
formed by vertices in C1. We partition the vertices in C1 into
following ∆ sets C11 , · · · , C∆1 , where Ci1 = {v | v ∈ T, T ∈
T , |T | = i} for i = 1 to ∆. Each of the clique is adjacent to
at most one IS-vertex, and from Pigeonhole Principle we have
|C11 |
1
+ · · ·+ |C
∆
1 |
∆
≤ s.
Let αi =
|Ci1|
|C1| for i = 1 to ∆ and
∑∆
i=1 αi = 1. According to
Jensen’s inequality, we have
c1∑∆
i=1 i · αi
≤ s.
From Equation 2, the upper bound of c2 + · · ·+ c∆ is
c2 + · · · c∆ ≤ ∆
2
· s. (3)
Together Equation 1, 3 and Lemma 1, we obtain
α ≤ n = s+ c1 + c2 + · · ·+ c∆
≤ s+
∆∑
i=1
i · αi · s+ ∆
2
· s.
Thus, the following theorem is derived.
Theorem 3: If there is no one-swappable vertex in the
independent set IS, the approximation ratio bound is min{∆2 +∑∆
i=1 i · αi + 1,∆ + 1}, where
∑∆
i=1 αi = 1.
D. Two-Swappable Vertex Pair
To further improve the quality of the independent set, a
natural method is to find two-swappable vertex pair during the
update process, which exchanges two IS-vertices with three or
more Non-IS-vertices.
Definition 5 (Two-Swappable Vertex Pair): Given a graph
G, an IS-vertex pair (u, v) is two-swappable if there exists an
independent set I(u,v) = {w | counter[w] = 2, w ∈ N(u) ∩
N(v)} ∪ {w | counter[w] = 1, w ∈ N(u) ∪N(v)} such that
|I(u,v)| > 2.
(a) Graph before update. (b) Graph after update.
Fig. 3. An example graph to illustrate two-swappable vertex pair.
Notice that any two one-swappable vertices can constitute
of a two-swappable vertex pair. However, we only focus on the
vertex pair (u, v) such that N(u)∩N(v) is not empty. Now the
vertices in N(u)∪N(v) whose counter[·] = 1 and vertices in
N(u)∩N(v) whose counter[·] = 2 are regarded as candidate
vertices. We use the following example to illustrate two-
swappable vertex pair. Suppose the inital independnet set is
IS = {v2, v3, v5} as shown in Figure 3(a) and there is no two-
swappable vertex pair now. Then an edge is inserted between
v2 and v5. To ensure the maximality, v5 is removed from the
IS and there is no one-swappable vertex after that, but (v2, v3)
is found to be two-swappable with I(v2,v3) = {v1, v4, v6}.
Therefore, we execute SWAP({v2, v3}, I(v2,v3), IS) to obtain
a high-quality independnet set IS = {v1, v4, v6}.
Algorithm 3 Two-Swappbale Algorithm
Input: An IS-vertex u
Output: A two-swappable vertex pair (u, v) and a set I(u,v)
1: Partition N(u) whose counter[·] = 2 with its other IS-
neighbor except u into (v1, C1), · · · , (v∆, C∆);
2: for i = 1→ ∆ do
3: Add w ∈ N({u, vi}) whose counter[·] = 1 to Ci;
4: if |Ci| ≥ 3 and Ci is not a clique then
5: Generate the induced graph G[Ci] on ci;
6: I(u,vi) = GREEDY(G[Ci])
7: return (u, vi), I(u,vi) with the largest cardinality;
Given an IS-vertex u, Algorithm 3 is to find one of its
2-hop IS-neighbors v such that (u, v) is a two-swappable
vertex-pair and to compute the set I(u,v) that is to be inserted
into IS. First, the algorithm partitions the neighbors of u
whose counter[·] = 2 according to their other IS-neighbor
vi except u. Second, for each vi, the algorithm iterates over
N(u) ∪N(vi) to add candidate vertices with counter[·] = 1
to Ci. Then it checks whether (u, vi) is two-swappable. Anal-
ogous to what Algorithm 2 does, if there are fewer than three
vertices in Ci or Ci is a clique (u, vi) is skipped. Otherwise,
the algorithm generates the induced graph on Ci and invokes
Algorithm 1 to compute I(u,vi). Finally, it returns (u, vi) with
the largest I(u,vi). Since there are at most ∆ vertices with
counter[·] = 2, we have ∑∆i=1 |Ci| ≤ ∆ after partition.
Additionally, in line 3, there are at most 2∆−∑∆j=1 |Cj |−|Ci|
vertices will be added to Ci. Therefore the time consumption
of generating the subgraph and greedily computing I(u,vi) is
O((2∆−∑∆j=1 |Cj |)2) for each vi. Summing up for all vi, the
total computing cost of Algorithm 3 is O(∆3). In addition, it
is easy to see that Algorithm 3 could be modified to compute
I(u,v) if given an IS-vertex pair (u, v) as input. In this case,
the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(∆2).
E. Update Algorithm
The update algorithm is analogous to what we haven done in
Section III-C, except that it tries to find two-swappable vertex
pairs to enlarge the independent set IS if possible.
Edge Addition. When an edge is to be inserted between two
IS-vertices u and v, the update procedure is stated as follows.
Step 1 Compute Iu and Iv by invoking Algorithm 2.
Step 2 If one of u and v is one-swappable, say u, execute
SWAP({u}, Iu, IS) and stop, otherwise, invoke Algorithm 3
to find x and y such that (u, x) and (v, y) are two-swappable.
Step 3 If there is a two-swappable vertex pair containing
u or v, suppose (u, x), SWAP({u, x}, I(u,x), IS) and stop,
otherwise, remove u, the vertex with higher degree, from IS
and update counter[w] for each neighbor w of u.
Step 4 For each neighbor w of u, if counter[w] = 1,
find its IS-neighbor x, compute Ix by invoking Algorithm 2,
and execute SWAP({x}, Ix, IS) If x is one-swappable, else if
counter[w] = 2, find its IS-neighbors x and y, call Algorithm
3 to compute I(x,y), and execute SWAP({x, y}, I(x,y), IS) if
(x, y) is a two-swappable vertex pair.
Edge Deletion. When an edge e = (u, v) is deleted from the
graph, the algorithm handles the update operation as follows.
Step 1 If one of u and v is in IS, say u, substract one from
counter[v], do Step 2, otherwise, do Step 3.
Step 2 If counter[v] = 0, add v to IS with Function 1,
else if counter[v] = 1, find v’s IS-neighbor w, compute Iw by
invoking Algorithm 2, and execute SWAP({w}, Iw, IS) if w is
one-swappable, else if counter[v] = 2, find v’s IS-neighbors
x and y, compute I(x,y) by invoking Algorithm 3 and execute
SWAP({x, y}, I(x,y), IS) if (x, y) is twp-swappable.
Step 3 If counter[u] = 1 and counter[v] = 1, find v’s
IS-neighbor w, compute Iw by invoking Algorithm 2, and
execute SWAP({w}, Iw, IS) if w is one-swappable, else If
max{counter[u], counter[v]} = 2, find v’s IS-neighbors x
and y, compute I(x,y) by invoking Algorithm 3, and execute
SWAP({x, y}, I(x,y), IS) if (x, y) is two-swappable.
Vertex Deletion. When an IS vertex v is deleted from the
graph, the update algorithm works as follows.
Step 1 Compute Iu by invoking Algorithm 2.
Step 2 If u is one-swappable, execute SWAP({u}, Iu, IS),
delete u, and stop, otherwise, invoke Algorithm 3 to find x
such that (u, x) is two-swappable.
Step 3 If there is a two-swappable vertex pair containing u,
execute SWAP({u, x}, I(u,x), IS), and stop, otherwise, delete
u from the graph and update counter[·]s for its neighbors.
Step 4 For each neighbor w of u, if counter[w] = 1,
find its IS-neighbor x, compute Ix by invoking Algorithm 2
and execute SWAP({x}, Ix, IS) if x is one-swappable, else
if counter[w] = 2, find its IS-neighbors x and y, compute
I(x,y) with Algorithm 3, and execute SWAP({x, y}, I(x,y), IS)
If (x, y) is two-swappable.
Time Complexity. As stated above, we still need to find out
the number of vertices checked by invoking Algorithm 3 and
the number of vertices newly added to IS during the update
procedure. For edge addition, at most two vertices will be
checked whether it is contained in a two-swappable vertex pair
in Step 2 and at most ∆ vertex pair will be checked if they
are swappable in Step 4. For edge deletion, at most one vertex
pair will be checked in Step 2 or Step 3. For vertex deletion,
at most one vertex will be checked whether it is contained in a
two-swappable vertex pair in Step 2, and at most ∆ vertex pair
will be checked in Step 4. It is worth noting that Algorithm 3
is called in two ways as analyzed before. If an IS-vertex u is
inputed, it takes O(∆3) time, and if an IS-vertex pair (u, v)
is inputed, it takes O(∆2) time. Each swap operation could
insert at most 2∆ vertices to IS, which requires O(∆2) time
to update the counter[·]s of their neighbors. Therefore, the
total time consumption is also O(∆3). Unfortunately, we can
not ensure that each involved IS-vertex is checked only once.
Hence, the update algorithm has higher time complexity than
the previous one, which will not exceed O(∆ ·m).
Error Analysis. Continuing with the error analysis in Section
III-C, we uppper bound the relation between c2 and s.
Lemma 2: If there is no two-swappable vertex pair in the
maintained independent set IS, c2 ≤
∑∆
j=1 j · βj · s(s − 1),
where
∑∆
j=1 βj = 1.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, let T be the
set of groups formed by vertices in C2. Notice that the group
may not be clique. We partition vertices of C2 into ∆ groups
C12 , · · · , C∆2 , where Ci2 = {v | v ∈ T, T ∈ T , |T | = i}. Since
there is no two-swappable vertex pair in the independent set
IS, any two vertices in IS could not be adjacent to more than
two such group. From Pigeonhole Principle we have
|C12 |
1
+ · · ·+ |C
∆
2 |
∆
≤ 2 ·
(
s
2
)
.
Let βj =
|Cj2 |
|C2| for j = 1 to ∆ and
∑∆
j=1 βj = 1. According
to Jensen’s inequality, it is obtained that
c2∑∆
j=1 j · βj
≤ s(s− 1).
From Equation 2, we know that
c3 + · · · c∆ ≤ ∆
3
· s. (4)
Together Equation 1, 4 and Lemma 2 , we obtain
α ≤ n = s+ c1 + c2 + c3 + · · ·+ c∆
≤ s+
∆∑
i=1
i · αi · s+
∆∑
j=1
j · βj · s(s− 1) + ∆
3
· s. (5)
By solving equation 5, we have s ≥
√
γ2+4α
∑∆
j=1 j·βj−γ
2
∑∆
j=1 j·βj
,
where γ =
∑∆
i=1 i · αi −
∑∆
j=1 j · βj + ∆3 + 1.
IV. UPDATE ALGORITHM UNDER EXTERNAL SETTING
In the algorithms above, we assume that the memory space
is at least linear in the size of the input graph. However,
this requirement is sometimes unrealistic for large graphs.
To address this issue, this section discusses I/O efficient
algorithms for maintaining a high-quality independent set over
dynamic graphs under semi-external setting. We assume that
the main memory can accommodate all vertices, but not all
edges, of the input graph.
A. External Vertex Swap
To ensure the correctness and effectiveness of swap oper-
ations with minimum space consumption and I/O cost, we
maintain two lists for all vertices in the main memory. For
a vertex v, counter[v] records the number of its neighbors
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF VERTEX STATUS
Notations Status Explanation
I IS in the independent set
N Non-IS not in the independent set
S Swappable has swappable IS-neighbors
C Candidate may added into the independent set
A Affected affected by vertex swap
currently in the independent set as previous and status[v]
records its status during update process.
In addition to IS-vertex and Non-IS-vertex used previously,
we define another three status for each vertex as summarized
in Table I. A Swappable-vertex is a Non-IS-vertex whose
IS-neighbors are potentially swappable. A Candidate-vertex
is also a Non-IS-vertex which may be newly added to the
independent set. To enlarge the independent set IS, we make
an attempt to exchange the IS-neighbors of a Swappable-
vertex with their Candidate-vertices. In our external setting
update algorithm, the vertices whose counter[·] = 1 or 2 are
marked as Swappable-vertices when an IS-vertex is removed
from IS. Finally, an Affected-vertex is a Non-IS-vertex whose
information should be updated after swap operations.
Algorithm 4 External One Swap Algorithm
Input: An IS-vertex u
1: for w ∈ N(u) do
2: status[w]← A;
3: if counter[w] = 1 then
4: status[w]← C;
5: if u is an one-swappable vertex then
6: Sort Candidate vertices according to the number of
their neighbors whose status[·] = C, suppose v1, · · · , v∆;
7: for i = 1→ ∆ such that status[vi] = C do
8: ADDTOIS(vi);
9: Substract one from counter[w] for all w ∈ V whose
status[w] = A;
10: else
11: for w ∈ V such that status[w] = C or A do
12: Modify the status[·] and counter[·] back;
Algorithm 4 is to make one swap around an IS-vertex u.
The crux is to find vertices which could be newly added to
the independent set IS. Given an IS-vertex u, the algorithm
first marks all neighbors of u whose counter[·] = 1 as
Candidate-vertices and other neighbors as Affected-vertices.
In order to minimize the number of I/O operations and space
consumption, the algorithm greedily changes the statuses of
Candidate-vertices to find out new IS-vertices to replace u
instead of explicitly constructing the induced graph as before.
Second, if there are fewer than two Candidate-vertices, the
algorithm stops since u is not one-swappable. Otherwise, it
reuses counter[u] to store the number of Candidate-vertices.
Then, to determine the greedy order, the algorithm counts
the number of vi’s neighbors whose status[·] = C and
reuses counter[vi] to restore it for each Candidate-vertex vi.
If there is no Candidate-vertex vi such that counter[vi] <
counter[u] − 1, u is not an one-swappable vertex, the algo-
rithm stops. Otherwise, the algorithm sorts Candidate-vertices
according to their counter[·] with counting sort. Finally, the
algorithm joins Candidate-vertices to IS greedily and updates
the informaiton of Affected-vertices. Notice that if u is not one-
swappable, Algorithm 4 needs to modify the information of
Candidates-vertices and Affected-vertices back.
Complexities of Algorithm 4. For a given IS-vertex u, to check
whether u is one-swappable, Algorithm 4 needs to scan the
neighbors lists of u and Candidate-vertices. When a Can-
didate-vertex v is added to IS, Function 1 needs to iterate
over all neighbors of v to udpate their statuses and counters.
Therefore, the I/O cost of Algorithm 4 is at most (2∆ + 1)∆B ,
where ∆ is an upper bound on the maximum degree in the
graph and B is block size. In addition to the two lists for all
vertices stated above, a list of length at most ∆ is utilzied to
make the counting sort. Hence, the memory cost is at most
2n+ ∆, where n is the number of vertices. To avoid reading
the neighbor list of u repeatedly, we scan the status list to find
Candidate-vertices and Affected-vertices except the first time.
Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n+ ∆2).
Algorithm 5 External Two Swap Algorithm
Input: An IS-vertex u
1: Partition N(u) whose counter[·] = 2 with its other IS-
neighbor except u into (v1, C1), · · · , (v∆, C∆)
2: Let vi be the vertices with maximum |Ci|;
3: Add w ∈ N({u, vi}) whose counter[·] = 1 to Vi;
4: for w ∈ N({u, vi}) do
5: status[w]← A;
6: if w ∈ Vi then
7: status[w]← C;
8: if (u, vi) is a two-swappable vertex pair then
9: Sort Candidate vertices accoridng to the number of
their neighbors whose status[·] = C, say w1, · · · , w2∆;
10: for i = 1→ 2∆ such that status[wi] = C do
11: ADDTOIS(wi);
12: for w ∈ V such that status[w] = A do
13: Update counter[w];
14: else
15: for w ∈ V such that status[w] = C or A do
16: Modify the status[·] and counter[·] back;
Analogously, Algorithm 5 is to make two swap under semi-
external setting. First, the algorithm partitions the neighbors
of u whose counter[·] = 2 according to their IS-neighbors
vi except u into (v1, C1), · · · , (v∆, C∆). Suppose that vi is
the IS-vertex among v1, · · · , v∆ with the largest set Ci, the
algorithm adds vertices whose counter[·] = 1 in N(u)∪N(vi)
to Ci. Second, the statuses of all vertices in Ci are marked as
Candidate and the statuses of other neighbors of u and v are
marked as Affected. Then the algorithm checks whether (u, vi)
is a two-swappable vertex pair. It reuses counter[u] to store
the size of Vi and if counter[u] < 3, the algorithm stops.
Otherwise for each Candidate vertex wi ∈ Vi, the algorithm
counts the number of its neighbors whose status[·] = C and
reuses counter[wi] to store it. Finally, if there is a wi such that
counter[wi] < counter[u] − 2, the algorithm tries to make
a swap. The algorithm sorts the Candidate vertices accoridng
to their counter[·] and adds them to the independent set IS
greedily. If there are less than three vertices which be newly
added to IS, the algorithm modifies the statuses and counters
of Candidate and Affected vertices back.
Complexities of Algorithm 5. To partition N(u), Algorithm
5 scans the neighbor lists of u and u’s neighbors whose
counter[·] = 2. Once vi is determined, Algorithm 5 scans the
neighbor lists of u and vi to find vertices with counter[·] = 1
in N(u)∪N(vi). Finally, when adding a Candidate-vertex w
to IS, Algorithm 5 needs to iterate over all neighbros of w to
update their statuses and counters. Therefore, the I/O cost of
Algorithm 5 is at most (2∆+3)· ∆B . To find vi with the largest
set Ci, Algorithm 5 reuses the counter of vi to store the size
of Ci. For each neighbor w of u whose counter[·] = 2, the
algorithm uses counter[w] to record its other IS-neighbor vi
except u. However, to make the counting sort and record the
counter[·]s of two different categories of Candidate-vertices,
an auxiliary list with length at most 4∆ is utilized during the
swap operation. Therefore the memory cost of Algorithm 5 is
at most 2n + 4∆. Once the Candidate-vertices and Affected
vertices are found, the algorithm scans the status list to update
the information of N(u)∪N(vi). Hence, the time complexity
of Algorithm 5 is O(n+ ∆2).
B. Update Algorithm
Based on the two external vertex swap algorithms, the
update operations are handled almost the same as introduced
in III-C and III-E. Therefore, we only analyze the performance
of the update algorithms. To analyze I/O complexity, the main
issue is to figure out the maximum number of vertices checked
by invoking Algorithm 4 or Algorithm 5. This number is
at most ∆ + 2 since at most ∆ vertices will be marked as
Swappabble when a vertex is removed from IS. Therefore,
the I/O complexity is at most (∆ + 2)(2∆ + 1)∆B if only
external one-swappable vertex is considered. The running time
is O(n + ∆(n + ∆2)) which will not exceed O(n + m)
in the worst case. If external two-swappable vertex pair is
additionally considered, the time complexity is O(n+m+∆3)
in the worst case and the I/O complexity is (∆+2)(2∆+3)∆B .
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
A. Experiemnt Setting
Datasets. 26 real graphs are used to evaluate the algorithms.
All of the graphs are downloaded form the Stanford Network
Analysis Platform1 [26] and Laboratory for Web Algorith-
mics2 [7], [8]. The statistics are summarized in Table II, where
the fourth column gives the average vertex degree d¯ and the
1http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
2http://law.di.unimi.it/datasets.php
TABLE II
STATISTICS OF GRAPHS
Graph n m d¯ disk size
Wiki-Vote 7,115 100,762 28.32 890KB
CA-HepPh 12,008 118,489 19.74 1.1MB
CA-AstroPh 18,772 198,050 21.10 1.9MB
Brightkite 58,228 214,078 7.35 2.2MB
Epinions 75,879 405,740 10.69 3.9MB
Slashdot 82,168 504,230 12.27 5.2MB
com-amazon 334,863 925,872 5.53 12MB
com-dblp 317,080 1,049,866 6.62 13MB
web-NotreDame 325,729 1,090,108 6.69 14MB
web-Standford 281,903 1,992,636 14.14 23MB
WikiTalk 2,394,385 4,659,565 3.89 28MB
web-Google 875,713 4,322,051 9.87 55MB
web-BerkStan 685,230 6,649,470 19.41 83MB
as-skitter 1,696,415 11,095,298 13.08 143MB
cit-Patents 3,774,768 16,518,947 8.75 268M
soc-pokec 1,632,803 22,301,964 27.32 295MB
wiki-topcats 1,791,489 25,444,207 28.41 329MB
com-lj 3,997,962 34,681,189 17.35 479M
soc-LiveJournal 4,847,571 42,851,237 17.68 1.1GB
com-orkut 3,072,441 117,185,083 76.28 1.7GB
twitter-2010 41,652,230 1,468,365,182 70.51 25GB
com-Friendster 65,608,366 1,806,067,135 55.06 31GB
gsh-2015 988,490,691 33,877,399,152 68.54 625GB
clueweb12 978,408,098 42,574,107,469 87.03 787GB
uk-2014 787,801,471 47,614,527,250 120.88 875GB
eu-2015 10,705,757,254 91,792,261,600 17.15 1.7TB
last column gives the disk size of edge list stored in disk. The
graphs are sorted in increasing order of the number of edges.
Methods. First, we compare our in-memory algorithms with
the state-of-the-art methods DGOneDIS/DGOneOracle and
DGTwoDIS/OGTwoOracle [32] which compute independent
sets over dynamic graphs. We implement the following algo-
rithms and compare them with the competitors.
• Simple: the simple update algorithm (see Section III-A).
• OneSwap: the update algorithm based on one-swappable
vertex (see Section III-C).
• TwoSwap: the update algortihm based on one-swappable
vertex and two-swappable vertex pair (see Section III-E).
Then, we verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our semi-
external algorithms ex-OneSwap and ex-TwoSwap.
All the programmes above are implemented in C++
and complied by GNU G++ 7.5.0. The source code of
DGOneDIS/DGOneOracle and DGTwoDIS/OGTwoOracle is
obtained from the authors of [32]. All experiments are con-
ducted on a machine with an Inter(R) Core(TM) i7-7700
3.60GHz CPU, 32GB main memory, and 8TB hard disk run-
ning Linux (64bit Ubuntu 18.04). Similar to [32], we randomly
insert/remove m vertices/edges to simulte the sequence of
update opeartions.
Metrics. We evalaute the different algorithms from three
aspects: independent set size, response time, and memory
usage. First, the larger the independent set maintained by an
algorithm, the better the algorithm. Secondly, for the response
time, the smaller the better; we run every algorithm over a
random update sequences ten times and report the average
CPU time. Thirdly, the smaller memory consumed by an
algorithm the better.
TABLE III
THE GAP, RESPONSE TIME, AND MEMORY USAGE CASUED BY 1000 UPDATES
Graphs
DGOneDIS DGTwoDIS Simple OneSwap TwoSwap Memory Usage(MB)
Gap ms Gap ms Gap ms Gap ms Gap ms OneSwap TwoSwap
Wiki-Vote 0 7.37 0 7.71 11 0.91 0 1.04 0 1.28 9.54 9.66
CA-HepPh 15 7.17 7 7.13 38 0.66 0 2.44 0 14.28 10.79 10.92
CA-AstroPh 11 4.16 6 5.94 36 0.81 2 1.72 1 4.86 15.9 15.88
Brightkite 1 2.23 1 3.75 45 0.56 4 0.86 2 1.60 17.52 17.65
Epinions 0 7.36 0 10.46 25 1.71 1 1.90 0 2.38 29.53 29.92
Slashdot 0 9.42 0 8.86 34 1.61 7 1.95 3 2.49 35.91 46.35
com-dblp 4 2.29 0 2.27 37 0.60 1 1.01 0 1.94 74.66 74.83
com-amazon 3 2.19 1 2.20 40 0.48 11 0.80 5 1.93 67.21 67.41
web-NotreDame 11 4.11 11 4.51 30 0.95 12 2.96 9 4.26 77.37 77.69
web-Standford 41 41.17 37 42.01 86 8.95 56 9.36 49 11.09 131.37 131.44
web-BerkStan 21 80.15 17 78.70 50 15.43 36 16.38 32 18.42 424.81 424.81
web-Google 11 4.18 7 4.31 28 1.44 4 2.14 1 3.58 287.17 287.25
as-skitter 1 25.87 0 26.05 29 3.03 6 3.26 0 3.92 719.3 719.4
WikiTalk 0 15.87 0 15.76 6 22.22 0 25.97 0 22.54 342.32 342.63
com-lj 5 7.31 1 8.10 35 2.28 12 2.74 7 4.17 2108.84 2211.84
soc-LiveJournal 6 10.93 1 11.59 33 2.48 18 3.65 13 5.15 2700.98 2728.76
B. In-Memory Experimental Results.
Evauate Solution Quality. In order to see how far is the
computed independent set to the maximum independent set
after the update, we obtain the source code of VCSolver from
the author of [1] which computes a maximum independent
set but with exponential worst-case time complexity. Table
III gives the results of these algorithms after handling 1,000
update operations. Simple does not perform well in all graphs
due to the limitations we have conlcuded in the end of
Section III-A. Due to the swap operations, both of OneSwap
and TwoSwap outperform Simple significantly. In addition,
TwoSwap is more effective than OneSwap since more swap-
pable vertices are considered to enlarge the solution during
the update. Furthermore, the quality of solutions maintianed
by OneSwap and TwoSwap is almost the same as DGOneDIS
and DGTwoDIS, or even better in some graphs.
Evaluate Time Efficiency. To study the time efficiency of
these algorithms, Table III reports the time consumption after
handling 1000 update operations. Our algorithms outperform
the previous algorithms of [32] in all graphs except WikiTalk.
For WikiTalk, there are numerous potential swappable vertices
checked by our algorithms during the update procedure, but
rare of them succeeded. Hence, our algorithms need to iterate
over their neighborhoods, which causes high time overhead.
Since more kinds of swapabble vertices are considered to
improve the quality of the solution, TwoSwap usually takes
more time than OneSwap in most input graphs. However, it is
interesting to see that in some graphs such as WikiTalk and
com-lj (shown in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d)), considering more
kinds of swappable vertices may reduce the time consumption
since it avoids the worst case in our algorithms, which iterates
the whole neighbor list to find swappable vertices. Additionaly,
from the result we can see that involving swappble vertcies in
Simple does not cause extensive increase in time overhead.
Evaluate Memory Cost. The memory consumption of our
algorithms is listed in the last two columns of Table III. Since
there is no extra index, the memory consumed is almost in the
linear size of the input graph. And for each graph, TwoSwap
utilized more memory than OneSwap due to its candidate
vertex set contains much more vertices.
Evaluate Swappable Vertices. To study the approximation
ratio of our algorithms, we report the number of swappable
vertices after update by varying the number of update op-
erations in Table IV. OneSwap rarely produces new one-
swappable verices when handling update operations. There-
fore, the solution maintained by OneSwap is actually an ap-
proximate independent set with theoretical accuracy guarantee.
However, when we choose one of u’s two-hop IS-neighbors
to constitute a two-swappable vertex pair with u, the rest two-
hop IS-neighbors of u may become one-swappable or two-
swappable after the swap operation. Therefore, TwoSwap may
cause more vertices swappable with the increase of the number
of update operations.
Evaluate Scalability. To study the scalability of proposed
algorithms, the number of update opeartions (denoted by
#Updates) is varied from 1,000 to 10,000. Fig. 4(a) and Fig.
4(b) show the effect of #Updates on the quality of the solution
maintained by OneSwap and TwoSwap respectively. For some
graphs, the gap grows while increasing the number of update
operations. However, for other graphs, the solution maintained
by our algorithms is almost optimal all the time. Fig. 4(c) and
Fig. 4(d) show the effect of #Updates on the time efficiency of
OneSwap an TwoSwap. It is clear that decreasing rate of the
performance is near linear to the amount of update operations.
C. Semi-External Experiment Results
To varify the efficiency and effectiveness of our semi-
external algorithms ex-OneSwap and ex-TwoSwap, we report
the size of independent set, response time, the number of I/O
TABLE IV
THE NUMBER OF SWAPPABLE VERTICES AFTER UPDATE
Graphs
soc-LiveJournal com-lj WikiTalk as-skitter web-Google com-dblp
one one two one one two one one two one one two one one two one one two
1000 0 0 8 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2000 0 0 10 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
3000 0 0 14 0 0 16 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 1 4 0 0 0
4000 0 0 20 0 0 26 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 1 4 0 0 0
5000 0 0 24 0 0 30 0 0 2 0 1 8 0 1 8 0 0 0
6000 0 0 28 0 0 34 0 0 2 0 1 8 0 1 10 0 0 0
7000 0 0 38 0 0 36 0 0 2 0 1 10 0 1 10 0 0 0
8000 0 0 44 0 0 44 0 0 2 0 1 10 0 1 10 0 0 2
9000 0 0 50 0 0 44 0 0 2 0 1 10 0 1 10 0 0 2
10000 0 0 50 0 0 56 0 0 2 0 1 12 0 1 12 0 0 2
(a) Gap vs. |T | (b) Gap vs. |T | (c) Response time vs. |T | (d) Response time vs. |T |
Fig. 4. Scalability evaluataion
TABLE V
THE SIZE, RESPONSE TIME, AND MEMORY USAGE AFTER 1000 UPDATES
Graphs
Size Response Time(s) I/O operation Memory Usage
ex-OneSwap ex-TwoSwap ex-OneSwap ex-TwoSwap ex-OneSwap ex-TwoSwao ex-OneSwap ex-TwoSwap
soc-pokec 788716 788720 1.63 6.24 4521 5559 23.9MB 25.72MB
wiki-topcats 985483 985488 3.12 8.16 6302 7459 26.11MB 28.2MB
com-orkut 824807 824809 4.64 18.45 4601 5914 39.56MB 41.95MB
cit-Patents 2080297 2080297 27.78 33.04 4527 5777 48.71Mb 51.14MB
com-lj 2085465 2085471 29.21 37.71 4574 6099 51.33MB 53.71MB
soc-LiveJournal 2631707 2631708 31.58 45.47 4721 6236 61.12MB 63.87MB
twitter-2010 26998650 26998675 237.41 520.46 15908 16809 478MB 482MB
com-Friendster 29819765 29819877 192.03 404.48 5133 5966 752.1MB 754MB
gsh-2015 368763486 368763515 869.40 1479.56 3670 3755 18.4GB 18.4GB
clueweb12 499444176 499444329 1715.53 3079.24 5601 4845 18.2GB 18.2GB
uk-2014 393878766 393878812 486.74 1967.11 3642 4009 14.7GB 14.7GB
eu-2015 503270677 503270683 850.08 2618.76 3916 3913 19.9GB 19.9GB
operations and memory consumed after handling 1,000 update
operations in Table V. Firstly, In all graphs, ex-TwoSwap
maintains a larger solution than ex-OneSwap with much more
time consumption. Secondly, as analysed in Section IV, the
memory consumed by ex-OneSwap and ex-TwoSwap is at most
in the linear size of the number of vertices in the graph.
And ex-TwoSwap needs more space since it needs an extra
list to record two different kinds of Candidate vertices. The
ratio between memory consumption of our algorithms and
the disk size of the input graph demonstrates the memory-
efficiency of our algorithms. For example, the com-Friendster
graph is 31GB in the disk, but the memroy consumption in our
approach is limited to 751MB. Finally, the larger the degree of
the graph, the more I/O operations needed by the algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the problem to maintain a high-quality
independent set over dynamic graphs. First, a maintenance
framework based on swap opeartions is presented and two con-
crete algorithms are proposed based on one-swappable vertex
and two-swappable vertex pair. Second, the relation between
the size of solutions maintianed by our algorithms and the
size of the MaxIS is analyzed if there is no swappable vertex
in it. Then, the proposed algorithms are extended under semi-
external setting to maintain a high-quality independent set with
limited memory consumption. Finally, extensive experiments
over a wide range of graphs confirm that the proposed methods
are both effective and efficeint to compute a high-quality
independent set. Dynamic algorithms with tigher ratio bounds
are suggested as future work.
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